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Abstract
In this review, we discuss the fundamental characterization of graphene oxide (GO) and its future
application perspectives. Morphology is discussed through optical microscopy, fluorescence
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy studies. Chemical,
structural, and vibrational properties are discussed through x-ray photoemission spectroscopy and
Raman spectroscopy studies. Two easy characterization strategies, based on the correlation between
x-ray photoemission spectroscopy and contact angle/optical contrast measurements are reported.
Sensing and nano-biotechnology applications are discussed with focus on practical gas sensing and
optical sensing, on the one hand, and on the toxicity issue of GO, on the other hand. Synthesis and
post-synthesis treatments are also discussed, these latter with emphasis on lithography.
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1. Introduction

With only few years of delay with respect to graphene [1], the
interest on graphene oxide (GO) [2] has exponentially risen,
as documented by the yearly number of peer-reviewed works
published on this topic, which have passed from a few units in
2007 to some thousands in 2013 (data taken from Scopus).

GO is a two dimensional material. It is the oxidized
form of graphene, with O functional groups decorating the
sp2 C basal plane [2]. All its physical properties can be
tuned from those of fully oxidized GO to, approximately,
those of graphene by simply removing the functional groups
from its surface. This process allows it to pass from an
insulating material to a semi-metal. Due to the presence of
the O functional groups, GO is also hydrophilic and it can be
dispersed in water solution [2], contrary to graphene which is
hydrophobic. The size of the GO flakes can be also tuned and
varied from a few nm to mm [3]. The tunability of both its
chemical composition and flakes size makes GO an appealing
material in many fields: electronics (sensors and transparent
conductive films), composites materials, clean energy devices,
biology and medicine.

With focus on such different research fields, several
reviews have been reported in the literature [4–14]. In

the present review we give an account of the fundamental
characterization of GO and few applications, which we believe
are among the most promising ones.

After a brief discussion on the synthesis and morpholog-
ical characterization, we focus on the chemical and structural
properties of GO, through a selection of the most detailed x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy
(RS) studies reported so far. We then illustrate some handy
and low-cost strategies to easily determine the sp2 C content in
GO (its reduction degree) via either optical contrast or contact
angle measurements. In the second part of the review we illus-
trate recent developments in the fields of sensing and nano-bio
applications, with focus in the latter case on the pivotal issue
of the assessment of the toxicity of GO. We also illustrate,
as a premise to technological applications, the various litho-
graphic approaches today proposed to pattern GO down to the
nanometer scale.

2. Synthesis and deposition

GO was firstly synthesized in 1859 by Sir 2nd Baronet
Benjamin Collins Brodie, via oxidation of bulk graphite
with potassium chlorate and nitric acid, but its chemical and
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Figure 1. GO chemical structure based on the Lerf–Klinowski
model. Epoxy and hydroxyl groups functionalize the surface.
Reproduced with permission from [15]. Copyright 1998,
Elsevier.

structural nature has been studied only after more than a
century by Lerf and Klinowsky through a careful analysis
of solid-state C13 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra
[15]. In their pioneering work, Lerf and Klinowsky propose
that GO is built of non oxidized aromatic patches of variable
size, which are separated from each other by aliphatic 6-
membered rings containing hydroxil groups, epoxide groups,
and double bonds (figure 1). In this model, the O functional
groups lie both above and below the basal plane, giving rise to
the polar nature and hydrophilic behavior of GO.

Because of its hydrophilicity, graphite oxide is easily
dispersed in water, where it breaks up into macroscopic
atomically thin flakes, leading to solutions/suspensions of
single layer GO. A typical GO solution has a brownish
appearance, whose transparency and ‘strength’ is tuned by
varying the solute concentration (figure 2).

Today, the most acknowledged method to synthesize
GO is the modified Hummers method [16], which mainly
consists of treating graphite with a mixture of sodium nitrate,
potassium permanganate, and sulfuric acid. Even though
GO is most commonly dispersed in water, it can be also
dispersed in organic solvents [17], where the GO sheets are
negatively charged to become a colloidal suspension stabilized
by electrostatic interactions.

Synthesized GO can be deposited by drop casting [18, 19],
dip coating [20], spray coating [21], spin coating [22–24],
Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) technique [25], and vacuum filtration
[26, 27]. Uniform large area depositions can be achieved by
spin coating or with the LB technique, which allow to control
the film thickness and to deposit thin films down to single-layer
ones. If observed by atomic force microscopy (AFM), a typical
GO film deposited by spin coating appears as in figure 3. The
film (30 nm thick, in this case) has a roughness of 2 nm (root
mean square of the height distribution) and presents wrinkles
on its surface (figure 3(a)), which disappear if the average
lateral size of the deposited flakes is smaller than few hundreds
of nm (figure 3(b)).

GO membranes, much thicker than the films prepared
by spin coating or with the LB technique, can be obtained
by vacuum filtration. In figure 4, the image of two of these
membranes is reported.

Figure 2. GO dispersed in water (3 mg mL−1).

3. Morphological properties

GO flakes are typically irregularly shaped. They have a lateral
size ranging from few nanometers to some mm [3], depending
on the domain size of the starting graphite, the oxidation time,
and the type of oxidation procedure [28, 29]. Single layer
GO flakes, with a lateral size of a few microns or more,
can be easily observed by standard optical or fluorescence
microscopy [30]. Standard optical microscopy (OM) requires
that GO is deposited on suitable dielectric substrates enhancing
the optical contrast, such as those typically used for the
optical identification of graphene, like 100 nm or 300 nm
SiO2/Si(1 0 0) or 72 nm Al2O3/Si(1 0 0) [31]. An optical image
of few dispersed single layer GO flakes (as correspondingly
unequivocally determined with AFM height profiles) on
300 nm SiO2/Si(1 0 0) is reported in figure 5. The presence of
wrinkles (see, for example, the flake on the left part of figure 5)
is a clear evidence of the conformational flexibility of GO. Due
to this property, GO is often observed to be locally folded in
double or multiple layers.

Given the ability of GO to quench fluorescence,
fluorescence microscopy (FM) allows to further enhance the
image contrast through the functionalization of the substrate
with fluorescent molecules. In this case, the lateral resolution
can be also improved and scaled even below the diffraction
limit [32]. An image of individual GO flakes quenching the
fluorescence of T4-functionalized SiO2 substrate is reported in
figure 6 [33].

The average lateral size of the GO flakes can be easily
tuned by sonication, that reduces the dimensions of flakes
by means of repeated fragmentation. In order to study the
effects of sonication, scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
can be profitably used, enabling large area (mm2, useful for
size statistics), high resolution (few nm), and good contrast

2
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Figure 3. AFM images of 30 nm thick films of reduced GO deposited by spin coating. (a) Non-sonicated GO (larger flakes). (b) Sonicated
GO (smaller flakes). The height statistical distribution is reported for each sample in the respective inset.

Figure 4. Photo of 5 µm (a) and 25 µm (b) thick GO membrane. Adapted with permission from [26]. Copyright 2007, Nature Publishing
Group.

Figure 5. OM image of GO deposited on 300 nm SiO2/Si(1 0 0).

imaging (folded regions can be also easily distinguished).
SEM images of GO depositions with different size distributions
are reported in figure 7 (panels (a)–(c)). The size of the GO
flakes is reduced from panel (a) to panel (b) by increasing
the sonication time. Fragmentation due to sonication can be
quantitatively studied by processing the SEM images with a

Figure 6. FM image of GO flakes on T4-functionalized 300 nm
SiO2/Si(1 0 0). Reproduced with permission from [33]. Copyright
2009, American Chemical Society.

particle counter software. Morphological statistical analysis
of 2 h sonicated GO is reported for example in figure 8. As
typically occurring for random fragmentation processes [34],
the lateral size distribution is fitted by a log-normal model [35].

3
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Figure 7. SEM and AFM images of non-sonicated ((a) and (d)), 2 h sonicated ((b) and (e)), and 16 h sonicated ((c) and (f )) GO sheets
deposited on SiO2. Flakes are obtained from the same parent GO solution. Through the height profile reported in panel (d), a GO thickness
of ∼1.1 nm is measured. Adapted with permission from [35]. Copyright 2013, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 8. Example of morphological statistical analysis (from SEM images) of sonicated GO. (a) Lateral size distribution of the GO flakes.
(b) Mass density probability distribution (left axis) and relative cumulative function (right axis), calculated from the log-normal distribution
in panel (a). Adapted with permission from [35]. Copyright 2013, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

This type of size distribution is independent on the sonication
time [35]. Once the size distribution is known, other important
quantitative information can be derived, like the mass density
probability distribution function, which allows to estimate the
GO mass concentration in a specific size range [35].

Due to the positive skewness of the log-normal
distribution, GO suspensions are inherently characterized by
flakes having a lateral size that typically spans various orders
of magnitude. For example, suspensions containing very large
flakes (with lateral size of hundreds of microns) always also
host sub-100 nm flakes. On the other hand, strongly sonicated
GO solutions with size distributions peaked in the 10–100 nm

range also contain flakes with lateral size larger than 1 µm.
Obtaining size sorted GO suspensions is therefore a non trivial
issue, that requires accurate post-sonication centrifugation and
filtration procedures. The ability of isolating flakes with a
specific size is today of tremendous relevance in the field
of nano-bio applications. In fact, as it will be discussed in
section 5.3, the interaction of GO with living matter and the
cell internalization of flakes is strongly size dependent [35].

The thickness of the GO flakes is another important
morphological parameter. It is measured by AFM. Typical
AFM images of nicely dispersed single layer GO flakes
(deposited, in this case, by spin coating on SiO2) are reported

4
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in figure 7 (panels (d)–(f )). The AFM measured thickness of
a single layer GO flake typically ranges between 1.0 nm and
1.4 nm [2, 36], well above the values of thickness typically
measured for graphene (0.7 nm [37]). This is due to the
presence, in the case of GO, of O functional groups protruding
out of the basal plane. The uncertainty between 1.0 nm and
1.4 nm is in part due to technical reasons: in particular when
the AFM measurement is performed in tapping mode it has
been demonstrated that the thickness value changes with the
AFM settings parameters [38].

Downscaling the microscopy techniques to the atomic
resolution limit, one can obtain very detailed and useful
structural and morphological information on GO and
chemically modified reduced GO. This can be experimentally
performed via scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [39–41]
or aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) [42, 43]. In the case of STM, the inherent need
of a conductive sample favors the investigation of reduced
GO flakes while pristine poorly conductive flakes are hardly
imaged. In the first case, a very nicely STM experiment
performed on GO monolayer is reported by Gomez-Navarro
et al [39] (figure 9). On the flake surface it is clearly visible
that the hexagonal lattice of the parent graphene structure
(before oxidation) is partially preserved. However, the image
is characterized also by patches of the surface where the
ordered hexagonal lattice of graphene is lost. Such regions
most likely correspond to areas rich of oxygenated functional
groups. Interestingly, such functional groups are theoretically
predicted to energetically prefer a self-arrangement into islands
and rows [44]. In the case of not reduced GO, such detailed
structural information is lost. Due to their poor conductivity,
the GO flakes can be imaged by STM only at very low tunneling
currents (1 pA), and sometimes are visualized with inverted
contrast relative to the graphite substrate. In such cases,
patterns very much alike to the disordered ones, ubiquitously
characterize the STM images.

Clearer information can be obtained, regardless on the
reduction degree of GO, with high resolution TEM. Some
of the most representative results of the excellent TEM
investigation carried out by Erickson et al [42] and Gomez-
Navarro et al [43] are reported in figure 10. TEM shows
definitely and clearly the nanometer scale landscape typical
of GO. Flakes are found to be highly inhomogeneous once the
structural and chemical identity is considered on that length
scale. Such a GO nano-landscape is characterized by (panels
(a) and (b) in figure 10): holes (highlighted in blue), graphene
puddles (highlighted in yellow), and high contrast disordered
patches corresponding to oxidized regions (indicated in red).
Such a landscape varies, in term of the relative graphene/oxide
surface area ratio with varying the GO reduction degree. On
the GO fabric, holes are a relic of the ‘explosive’ oxidation
process of graphite, and are not reported to significantly
increase their size (typically few nm) and surface coverage
upon reduction. On the other hand, upon strong reduction,
the graphene puddles, originally isolated in pristine GO (see
figure 10(a)), eventually percolate (see figure 10(c)). Such
a microscopic evidence provides a rationale to explain the
transport properties investigated as a function of reduction [45].

Figure 9. STM image of GO mono-layer deposited on highly
ordered pyrolytic graphite. Oxidized regions are highlighted by
green contour. Reproduced with permission from [39]. Copyright
2007, American Chemical Society.

4. Fundamental characterization

Several techniques are used to characterize GO from a
fundamental point of view, providing information on its
structural and chemical properties. XPS and RS are the most
used. XPS is sometimes replaced by magic-angle spinning
nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR), in particular in the
case of powder and bulk studies, due to the better spectral
resolution of this technique, but XPS offers incomparable
advantages when it is used to study surfaces and thin films.
In this section, we illustrate the chemical composition of GO
through the C 1s and O 1s core level spectra deconvolution
into components (as assigned and discussed in the most
representative works in the literature), and the criteria of
validation of such assignments. Moreover, we review recent
studies of the GO vibrational properties as a function of
parameters like the reduction degree and the numbers of layers.
Finally, we illustrate two strategies of easy characterization of
GO, based on OM and contact angle measurements, which
have been proposed as a handy and low-cost ways to obtain
relevant information, like the GO reduction degree, that should
be otherwise extracted from XPS or RS.

4.1. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

XPS is the most suitable technique to study the chemical
composition of GO. Through XPS analysis, it is possible
to identify the functional groups which are present in GO
by deconvolving the C 1s and O 1s core level spectra into
components, each one assigned to a specific functional group.
The C 1s spectrum of GO is typically fitted by the sum
of five components, corresponding to: aromatic rings and
hydrogenated C (C=C/C–C, C–H, 284.6–284.9 eV), hydroxyl

5
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Figure 10. Aberration-corrected TEM images of GO (a) and reduced GO ((b) and (c)) mono-layers. In panels (a) and (b), graphitic regions
are indicated in yellow, oxidized regions in red, and holes in blue. In panel (c), graphitic regions are indicated in light gray, contaminated
regions in dark gray, regions of extended topological defects in blue, ad-atoms or substitutions in red, isolated topological defects in green,
and holes in yellow. The scale bar length is 1 nm. Panels (a) and (b) are reproduced with permission from [42]. Copyright 2010, John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. Panel (c) is adapted with permission from [43]. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.

Figure 11. C 1s and O 1s XPS spectra of GO as a function of the
reduction temperature in UHV. Spectra have been normalized with
respect to the corresponding C 1s and O 1s atomic sensitivity
factors. Reproduced with permission from [19]. Copyright 2012,
American Chemical Society.

groups (C–OH, 285.9 eV), epoxy groups (C–O–C, 286.9 eV),
carbonyl groups (C=O, 288.2 eV), and carboxyl groups
(C=O(OH), 289.3 eV) (the hump at 290.6 eV is assigned to
a π–π* shake-up satellite [46]) [19, 47–49] (see the baseline
in figure 11, right spectra). Some components, like those
corresponding to the epoxy and hydroxyl groups, are entangled
due to the large number of configurations that can be found in
GO, which lead to an intrinsic spectral broadening.

In figure 11, the O 1s (left) and C 1s (right) XPS spectra
of thermally reduced GO are reported as a function of the
annealing temperature [19]. Annealing has been performed
in situ under ultra high vacumm (UHV) conditions. The
relative abundance of each component of the C 1s spectrum
(C–C sp2, C–OH, C–O, C=O, C=O(OH)), calculated as the
ratio of the corresponding integrated intensity over the total
C 1s spectrum area, is reported in figure 12 as a function of
the annealing temperature. In this figure, as the annealing
temperature is increased, the intensity of all the O related
components decreases while the intensity of the C–C sp2

component increases, indicating that O atoms are desorbed
in favor of the formation of sp2 C domains (the sp2 C content
varies from 46% in pristine GO to 78% at 670 ◦C annealing
temperature). These data are in agreement with those reported
in [45]. In the inset of figure 12 the C/O ratio monotonically
rises from 2.0 to 8.0 (full circles). Similar investigations are
reported in the literature by Mattevi et al [45] and by Yang
et al [50] in the 25–1100 ◦C and 25–900 ◦C temperature range
respectively (the C/O ratio ranges from 1.5 to 12.5, and from
2.8 to 14.1, respectively).

As far as the O 1s spectrum is concerned, it is
not sufficiently resolved to be deconvolved into multiple
components and, even if it is deconvolved, the assignment of
components is a complex task. A reasonable assignment is
reported and discussed in [19]. In this work, the O 1s spectrum
is fitted by three components, corresponding to: hydroxyl
groups (533.4 eV), epoxy groups (532.0 eV), and carbonyl
groups (530.4 eV) (see the baseline in figure 11, left spectra).

The assignment of the XPS spectral components is debated
in the literature. We can here focus the attention on the C 1s

6
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Figure 12. Relative abundances of the functional groups in GO as a
function of the UHV annealing temperature. Inset: C/O ratio
obtained, respectively, from the integrated intensity of C 1s and O 1s
spectra (full circles) and from the stoichiometric analysis of the C 1s
components (open circles). Reproduced with permission from [19].
Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

core level spectrum, which is the most studied and debated
in the literature. The assignment proposed in figure 11 has
been performed by fixing, in the fitting procedure, the binding
energies of the oxidized components and, at the same time,
by leaving unfixed the binding energy of the aromatic C
component, i.e. the one related to the C–C and C–H bondings
(284.6–285.1 eV). A different approach is reported in [50],
which leads to different results. Validation of such assignments
is important to univocally identify the chemical composition
of GO. In order to accomplish this task, in [19] an XPS based
approach is reported, which allows to quantitatively check,
by stoichiometric analysis, if a given assignment is correct.
The check is performed comparing the C/O ratio calculated by
dividing the total C 1s spectral area by the total O 1s spectral
area (conventional approach) to the C/O ratio calculated as
the ratio between the total area of the C 1s spectrum and the
sum of the areas of each O related component weighted by the
corresponding stoichiometric ratio (i.e. 1, 1/2, 1, 2 for C–OH,
C–O–C, C=O, and C=O(OH), respectively). If the two values
of C/O are the same, the check confirms, with quantitative
evidences, that the assignment of components is correct.

The values of C/O calculated according to both ways are
reported in the inset of figure 12 as a function of the annealing
temperature. The check, in this case, confirms the correctness
of the assignment, the two curves being superimposed over
almost the entire temperature range (some discrepancy is
observed at room temperature and 100 ◦C, likely due to an
excess of O coming from physisorbed water).

We finally remark here that, in order to validate the
arguments which follow in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the GO
reduction degree, once GO has been annealed in UHV, is
demonstrated to be unchanged after few days exposure to
air [19]. This allows to compare the XPS results with RS, color
contrast (CC), and contact angle (CA) measurements, which
are instead performed ex situ. For the sake of completeness
it is worth to mention that, for longer exposure to air (a month

Figure 13. (a) Raman spectra of monolayer GO before and after
various reduction procedures, including hydrazine vapor soaking
(Hy), H2 annealing (900 ◦C; 20% H2 in Ar), alcohol reduction (at
900 ◦C; Ar as a carrier gas), and alcohol/H2 reduction (900 ◦C; 20%
H2/Ar as a carrier gas). (b) Raman spectra of GO after alcohol
reduction at 600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000 ◦C. Reproduced with
permission from [57]. Copyright 2010, American Chemical Society.

or more), pristine GO undergoes spontaneous reduction [51].
Further details on this specific issue are illustrated in [52, 53].

4.2. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is used to study the defects, doping,
thermal conductivity, and strain in graphene and related
materials [54].

The GO Raman spectrum exhibits the G and 2D bands (at
1885 cm−1 and 2700 cm−1, respectively) typical of graphene
and, in addition, the D, D′, and D+G bands, at 1330 cm−1,
1620 cm−1, and 2915 cm−1, respectively (figure 13(b)). The
G and 2D bands are inherently related to the patches of
pure graphene (sp2 C domains) in GO. The D, D′, and D+G
bands are related to defects. The spectrum of graphene and
GO has been widely studied, as it is reported in various
reviews [54–56]. In figure 13(a), the Raman spectra of GO
reduced with different procedures (hydrazine vapor soaking,
H2 annealing, alcohol reduction, alcohol/H2 reduction) are
reported [57]. In figure 13(b), the Raman spectrum of GO after
alcohol reduction at different temperatures is reported [57].

Relevant information can be extracted from the evolution
of the G and D peaks. A systematic investigation of the effects
of the reduction degree and number of layers on the G and
D peaks is reported in [19]. In figure 14, three sequences
of spectra are reported for mono-, bi-, and tri-layer GO. Each
sequence is obtained by measuring the Raman spectrum of GO
UHV annealed at increasing temperature, starting from room
temperature (pristine GO) up to 670 ◦C (RS measurements
performed ex situ). Spectra are normalized to the G peak
intensity. The peak position and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) are reported for both peaks in figure 15 as a function
of the annealing temperature.

In [19], a detailed picture of the evolution of the GO
Raman spectra after UHV thermal reduction is reported by
discussing the data in figures 14 and 15. In line with
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Figure 14. Raman spectra of mono-, bi-, and tri-layer GO reduced
in UHV at different temperatures. Reproduced with permission
from [19]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

[58, 59], the intensity of the defects related peaks decreases
as the reduction temperature is increased. The D peak
intensity decrease is evident. The D′ peak intensity decrease
is deduced from the G peak narrowing, that is observed
when passing from 200 ◦C and 500 ◦C (figure 15(b)). Below
200 ◦C, the data analysis and interpretation is complicated
by the presence of intercalated water [60, 61]. Above
500 ◦C, the G and D peak broadening (data at 670 ◦C in
figures 15(b) and (d), respectively) is explained by the
appearance of topological defects, namely Stone-Wales defects
and C vacancies, predicted by Kudin et al [40] to exhibit two
specific spectral Raman features at 1640 cm−1 and 1680 cm−1,
respectively. The overall red shift of the D peak, that is
observed above 100 ◦C, is explained in terms of an increase
of the relative abundance of hydroxyl groups, predicted by

Kudin et al to exhibit another spectral feature at around
1380 cm−1 (such occurrence is consistent with the evolution
of the C 1s XPS spectrum under reduction). The dependence
on the number of layers is also important. The fact that the
trends relative to parameters characterizing mono-, bi-, and
tri-layer GO in figure 15 are nearly the same indicates that the
changes, at each annealing temperature, in the GO structure
are substantially the same, independently on the number of
layers. The difference in the absolute values of FWHM for
mono-, bi-, and tri-layer GO (figures 15(b) and (d)), namely
FWHMmono < FWHMbi < FWHMtri (systematically observed
above 200 ◦C), is the evidence of a layer-to-layer interaction
which influences the reduction efficiency [55] .

The possibility to extract quantitative structural informa-
tion from the Raman spectrum is a debated issue. The most
used but also most debated approach is the one exploiting
the Tuinstra–Koenig (TK) equation [62], which allows to esti-
mate the average size La of the sp2-hybridized C domains in
GO by measuring the ratio ID/IG between the D and G peak
intensities:

ID

IG
= C(λ)

La

(1)

where C(λ) is a constant that depends on the probe laser
wavelength. The debate on the TK equation has mainly
arisen from the contradictory evidence, reported in some
works [2, 41, 63], of ID/IG increase during GO reduction.
On the other hand the validity of the TK equation and, in
general, the role played by defects on the Raman spectrum
of graphitic materials has been recently discussed in [64, 65],
where it is reported that the TK equation holds for graphitic
domains with size above 2 nm [64] and in the presence of
edge defects, rather than point defects [65]. In figure 16,
the values of ID/IG obtained from the spectra in figure 14
are reported as a function of the annealing temperature for
mono-, bi-, and tri-layer GO. The overall trend is a regular
decrease of ID/IG and a corresponding La increase (inset)
as the temperature is increased. Above 500 ◦C, this trend
is inverted, consistently with the appearance of topological
defects above this temperature, which leads to a decrease of
the average size of the graphitic domains, even though the sp2

C content increases, as observed by XPS.
For the sake of completeness we mention another

approach, recently tested to extract quantitative information
from the Raman spectrum. Namely the one proposed by Su
et al which focuses on the 2D peak instead of the D peak
for the quantification of defects [3]. In their work, Su et al
find a linear correlation between the area ratio of the 2D and
G peaks and the hole mobility. Consistently, the intensity of
the 2D peak has been recently reported to increase with the
restoration of the C sp2 network in highly reduced and ‘healed’
GO [57, 66, 67].

4.3. Easy characterization techniques

The rising use of GO in practical applications, from the
nanotechnology to the nano-bio fields, requires that GO can
be characterized, from both a chemical and a structural point
of view, with rapid and user-friendly techniques. This is now
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Figure 15. Spectral position and FWHM of the G ((a) and (b), respectively) and D ((c) and (d), respectively) peaks as a function of the GO
UHV annealing temperature. Reproduced with permission from [19]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

Figure 16. ID/IG ratio between D and G peak intensities for mono-,
bi-, and tri-layer GO as a function of the annealing temperature.
Inset: (left-hand side) corresponding values of La (calculated from
the Tuinstra–Koenig relation) as a function of the annealing
temperature and (right-hand side) Tuinstra–Koenig plot of La versus
ID/IG in the La < 2 nm regime. Adapted with permission
from [19]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

possible, among others, through optical microscopy (OM) and
contact angle measurements. OM is mainly used for the
morphological characterization of GO. However recently it
has been demonstrated to be an easy-to-use tool to monitor

the reduction degree of GO [19]. In figure 17, a set of OM
images (taken ex situ) of GO reduced at different annealing
temperatures in UHV is reported. In each panel, the profile
of the color contrast (CC) between the substrate and the GO
flake is reported. The image of a single layer graphene
flake is reported for reference in the bottom right panel of
the figure. The CC is reported in figure 18 as a function
of the annealing temperature for mono-, bi, and tri-layer
GO. The values reported in this figure are normalized to the
CC measured for the corresponding mono-, bi, and tri-layer
graphene. The CC monotonically increases (with similar
trends for mono-, bi, and tri-layer GO) from room temperature
to 670 ◦C, up to the value of CC measured for graphene.
Data are nicely in line with the theory [68]. Two theoretical
points (red rhombuses) are reported for reference at room
temperature and 200 ◦C for mono-layer GO (these values have
been calculated using the complex refractive index reported
in [69]). In figure 19, the CC (referred to as CCGO/CCG,
because normalized to the CC of graphene) is correlated with
the sp2 C content (Csp2/Ctot) correspondingly measured with
XPS. The case of mono-layer GO deposited onto a SiO2 (red
line) is also reported, for the sake of generalization. The linear
correlation demonstrated in figure 19 indicates that the CC can
be inherently used to determine the fraction of sp2 C content
in GO. Specifically, the graphs reported in this figure represent
a calibration chart holding for the two substrates of major
technological relevance, namely the 72 nm Al2O3/Si(1 0 0) and
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Figure 17. OM images of GO and reduced GO deposited on 72 nm
Al2O3/Si(1 0 0). The CC profile is reported for each image in
correspondence of the GO flake edge. Reproduced with permission
from [19]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

the 300 nm SiO2/Si(1 0 0) (the criteria for the substrate choice
are discussed in [31]).

An analogous but more general correlation is de-
monstrated in [24] between the CA and the sp2 C content. In
figure 20, the CA measured with various solvents is reported
as a function of the GO UHV annealed temperature. The CA
increases with such parameter in the case of polar solvents,
while it decreases in the case of non polar solvents. In figure 21,
the CA is correlated with the sp2 C content correspondingly
measured with XPS. As in figure 19, the graphs reported in
this figure represent a calibration chart that can be used to
determine the GO reduction degree via a simple measurement
of CA. The linear correlation that is observed above the 50%

Figure 18. CC (normalized to the one of graphene) of mono-, bi-,
and tri-layer GO deposited on 72 nm Al2O3/Si(1 0 0) as a function of
the reduction temperature. Reproduced with permission from [19].
Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

Figure 19. Curves of correlation between the CC measured by OM
(normalized to the CC of graphene) and the sp2 C content measured
by XPS, for mono-, bi-, and tri-layer GO on 72 nm Al2O3/Si(1 0 0)
(blue lines) and mono-layer GO on 300 nm SiO2/Si(1 0 0) (red line).
Reproduced with permission from [19]. Copyright 2012, American
Chemical Society.

sp2 C content was already observed by Hsieh et al [70]. In [24],
this trend is associated with the wetting Cassie regime [71].

5. Applications: few examples

5.1. Lithography: a premise to GO applications

The growing interest on GO for nanotechnology and nano-bio
applications implies the need of optimization of manipulation
processes. Many strategies have been proposed to fabricate
graphene-based nanostructures. Most of them are based
on lithographic approaches. GO based microcircuits have
been fabricated via direct visible laser reduction [72, 73].
In figure 22(a), the fabrication of the microcircuits by
femtosecond laser light exposure is illustrated [72], with
examples of the micrometer scale patterns, reported in the
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Figure 20. CA values measured for polar solvents (water (W),
Glycerol (GLY), Ethylene Glycol (EG)) and a non polar solvent
(Methylene Iodide (DI)) on a GO film as a function of the UHV
reduction temperature. Water droplets cross-sectional views are
reported in the bottom. Reproduced with permission from [24].
Copyright 2014, Elsevier.

Figure 21. Curves of correlation between the CA of standard
solvents on a GO film and the sp2 C content of GO measured with
XPS. Both the case of polar solvents (water (W), Glycerol (GLY),
Ethylene Glycol (EG)) and the case of a non polar solvent
(Nethylene Iodile (DI)) are reported. The curves show linear trend
above the 50% sp2 C content. Reproduced with permission
from [24]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier B.V..

panels (b)–(e) of the figure. AFM lithography has been
used to engrave patterns on GO by tip-induced local thermal
reduction [74] or by electro-chemical reduction [75]. In
figure 23, the AFM topography image (panel (a)) and profile
(panel (b)) of a feature patterned on GO by AFM tip-induced
reduction is reported, demonstrating a 25 nm lateral resolution.
Also, by simply switching the bias of an AFM tip from
positive to negative dc values, a local GO hydrogenation or
oxidation is achieved which is used, analogously to the above
reduction-assisted approaches, to pattern the GO surface via
local changes of its chemical composition [76].

All the above mentioned approaches allow to scale the
pattering resolution down to the nanometer scale but they

are not suitable for the fabrication of large area (mm2,
at least) templates. This is a serious limitation (e.g. in
the case of nano-bio applications, templates of few mm2

surface, at least, are required for the cell cultures). A large
area (∼10 mm2) GO sub-micrometer scale photon-induced
patterning has been demonstrated in [77] with (26.4 eV)
extreme-UV light radiation. The patterns have been obtained
by interference lithography, using a Lloyd’s interferometer
(figure 24(a)). Due to the modulation of the extreme-UV
light intensity across the GO surface, a periodical modulation
of the GO reduction degree has been induced on the pristine
surface, through the selectively enhanced dissociation of epoxy
and hydroxyl groups. The patterns therefore, consist of
GO-like and graphene-like alternated stripes. In panels (b)
and (c) of figure 24, SEM images of the micrometer and
sub-micrometer scale patterns (with 1 µm and 250 nm sized
features, respectively) are reported. In figure 25, the results of
a stripe resolved µRS investigation are reported. The Raman
spectrum has been measured on a single 1 µm sized feature
(the spatial resolution of the micro-Raman spectrometer was
1 µm, as well) (figures 25(c)–(e)). The evidence of the GO
reduction degree modulation is given by the difference in
the D peak intensity between the spectrum measured on the
darker (graphene-like) stripes and lighter (GO-like) stripes
(figure 25(f )) and it is confirmed by the optical contrast
observed with the optical microscope. In [78], the reducing
effects of even shorter extreme-UV wavelengths radiation
have been studied, indicating that GO can be efficiently
photopatterned in the whole extreme-UV range with the
consequent possibility of tuning the minimum size of the
patterned features.

The extreme UV photon energy used (26.4 eV) is higher
than the photoreduction threshold (3.2 eV) [79] and lower
than the energy needed to break the in-plane sp2 C bonds
(∼300 eV) [80]. This, on the one hand, explains why the
extreme-UV radiation efficiently reduces GO and, on the
other hand, guarantees that defects are not introduced in
the honeycomb structure upon light exposure. In [78], the
occurrence of photothermal effects is ruled out, guaranteeing
that the photopatterning resolution limit can scale with the
diffraction limit, down to tens of nanometers. Extreme-
UV lithography is therefore demonstrated to be one of the
most promising strategies to fabricate large area nanopatterned
templates, suitable for a wide range of applications.

5.2. Sensing applications

GO is inherently a good material for sensing applications due
to the large number and diversification of the functional groups
decorating its surface, which are potential anchoring sites for
several molecules. However, while many works are reported
in the literature on the use of graphene for gas sensing and
biosensing, [1, 81–89] less attention is given to GO, due to its
dielectric nature which prevents from an efficient extraction
of the electric signal from the sensor. As a compromise
between graphene and GO, chemically and thermally reduced
GO has been used with excellent results [90–94], reduced
GO being at the same time conductive and decorated with
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Figure 22. (a) Illustration of preparative procedure of patterned GO films with a femtosecond laser. (b–e) Optical microscopy images of
patterned GO films. Scale bars 10 µm. Reproduced with permission from [72]. Copyright 2010, Elsevier.

Figure 23. AFM tip induced thermal reduction of single-layer GO
sheet. (a) AFM topography image and (b) average profile of the GO
sheet. Reproduced with permission from [74]. Copyright 2010,
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

the typical functional groups of GO, which represent the
adsorption sites. In order to increase selectivity, molecules and
nanoparticles (NPs) have been also anchored to the functional
groups [66, 95, 96]. Yet, micro- and nano-structured GO
has been tested to further improve the sensing performance
[60, 97, 98]. Today, the potential extensive use of GO in
many sensing applications is encouraging to fabricate practical

devices. In figure 26(a), the basics of fabrication of a practical
sensor based on high quality pristine GO are reported [99].
A water dispersion of single layer GO flakes is drop-casted
on standard 30 µm spaced inter-digitated Pt electrodes (the
patterned texture with the heating elements and temperature
sensors on the back-side is shown in figure 26(b)). The large
average lateral size of flakes used in such fabrication (∼27 µm,
very close to the 30 µm spacing between Pt electrodes) allows
to obtain that a single flake or, at most, few flakes bridge
adjacent electrodes (figure 26(c)). In figure 26(d), the detail
of a single flake lying over an electrode edge is shown. The
final device is a p-type sensor working at 180 ◦C maximum
temperature and exhibiting a lifetime longer than 1000 h. The
device is activated at 150 ◦C, that is the minimum annealing
temperature (in air) needed to have a conductive device (after
a few hours of operation at 150 ◦C, the device is ready to work
even at lower temperatures). The transport of charge carriers
is demonstrated to occur via hopping among the sp2 clusters
of the same flake or of overlapping flakes.

In panels (a) and (b) of figure 27, a typical electrical
response of a GO based sensor to an oxidizing gas (NO2 in
this case) is reported. In particular, the electrical response
of two different devices is reported, one based on pristine (as
deposited) GO (panel (a)), once activated at 150 ◦C, and one
based on GO previously annealed in UHV at 200 ◦C (panel
(b)). Each response curve consists, for one half, of steps at
increasing operating temperature (OT) (up to 150 ◦C) and, for
the second half, of steps at decreasing OT (down to room
temperature). Each step (lasting 3 h) consists of one hour
exposure to dry air, one hour exposure to 5 ppm NO2, and
again one hour exposure to dry air (with the only exception
of the final step, that is prolonged to check the recover of
the baseline resistance). The symmetry of both response
curves at 150 ◦C OT step indicates that the device history, in
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Figure 24. (a) The Lloyd’s interferometer used to pattern the GO flakes: detail of the patterning area (top) and schematic top view (bottom).
In the Lloyd’s configuration, half of the laser beam grazes the Lloyd’s mirror at an angle θ and overlaps the undeflected half-beam to form
the interference pattern. (b, c) SEM images of the patterned monolayer GO (eye-guide grids are superimposed in (c)). Patterns with 1 µm
(b) and 250 nm (c) sized features have been realized. Reproduced with permission from [77]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

Figure 25. (a, b) Optical observation of the features: 100 image (a) and detail (b). (c–e) Room temperature micro-Raman analysis: spectra
have been collected on dark (c) and light (d) stripes (both normalized to the G peak intensity), as schematically illustrated in (e). (f )
Difference between the two spectra (Ilight − Idark). Red and blue colors have been used to associate each spectrum to the selected stripe.
Reproduced with permission from [77]. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

both cases, has negligible effects on the sensing performance.
The response time and the resistance variation percentage
(defined as the ratio between the total resistance variation in
each single adsorption/desorption step and the mean resistance
value across that step) are reported for both devices in figure 27
as a function of the OT, both in the case of adsorption (panels (c)
and (d)) and desorption (panels (e) and (f )). Trends are almost
the same for both devices. The only remarkable difference
between the sensing activity of pristine and annealed GO is
highlighted in panels (e) and (f ), with relevant consequences
on the sensing model interpretation: the response of the pristine
GO based device, in terms of percentage resistance variation, is

systematically ∼2 times larger than the one of the other device.
Such difference indicates that pristine GO is, in general, more
reactive to gas molecules than annealed GO, as also predicted
in the literature [91, 100, 101]. This is ascribed to the higher
density of O functional groups on the surface of pristine GO,
which actually behave as effective anchoring sites for gas
molecules (the density of O functional groups is compared
between GO annealed in air at 150 ◦C, i.e. after the pristine
GO based device has been activated, and GO annealed in UHV
at 200 ◦C).

In [102], the gas sensing mechanism is described.
Consistently with the p-type behavior, a positively charged
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Figure 26. (a) Sketch of the device fabrication. Electric contacts between prepatterned interdigitated Pt electrodes are realized upon
drop-casting deposition of large GO flakes. (b) Patterned substrate (front-size) with heating elements and temperature sensors on the
backside. (c) SEM image of few GO flakes bridging two adjacent Pt electrodes. (d) SEM image of a GO flake lying over an electrode edge.
Reproduced with permission from [99]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.

Figure 27. Electrical response at different OT (25–50–100–150–100–50 ◦C cycle) of device fabricated with as deposited GO (a) and 200 ◦C
UHV annealed GO (b) upon exposure to 5 ppm NO2 in dry air. Each step (lasting 3 h) consists of 1 h exposure to dry air, 1 h exposure to
5 ppm NO2, and again 1 h exposure to dry air. Absorption (c) and desorption (d) response times of the as-deposited GO (solid lines) and
UHV annealed GO device (dashed lines) as a function of the OT. Absorption (e) and desorption (f ) percentage resistance variation of the
as-deposited GO (solid lines) and UHV annealed GO device (dashed lines) as a function of the OT. Data of panels (c) and (f ) have been
obtained from panels (a) and (b). Reproduced with permission from [99]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.

vacancy is created in the honeycomb structure due to a negative
charge transfer (usually fractions of electron charge) from the
functional group anchoring the gas molecule and the molecule
itself. The graphene patches can also participate in the sensing
activity. The adsorption of molecules induces, also in this
case, a doping effect and it is possibly enhanced by the
intrinsic quantum capacitance of graphene [103] or by the
presence of intercalated/adsorbed water molecules serving as
dipoles [85].

The detection limits of the most important categories of
GO based devices, compared with those of the graphene based
devices, are reported in [60] (22).

In figure 28, the electrical response at 150 ◦C is reported
for different NO2 concentrations, down to 20 ppb. In the
response curve, each step at a given concentration consists
of one hour exposure to NO2 (adsorption) and of one hour
exposure to dry air (desorption). The step at 20 ppb is zoomed
in in the bottom-left inset. In the top-right inset, the sensitivity
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Figure 28. GO response to increasing NO2 concentration at 150 ◦C
operating temperature. Device resistance versus time is reported in
the main panel. Bottom-left inset: zoom-in the detection limit
range. Top-right inset: sensitivity curve. Reproduced with
permission from [99]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.

curve is reported (a 0.5 slope is measured). The very large
size of the GO flakes (with their likely reduced signal-to-noise
ratio) used to fabricate this device may explain the observation
of such low detection limit.

Great attention is also focused, nowadays, on the optical
gas sensing. The first demonstration of a GO based optical
gas sensor is reported in [104]. In figure 29, a schematic
illustration of the experimental setup used to test the GO/Au
NPs based optical sensor is reported. The device is made of
Au NPs (14±1 nm average particle diameter) homogeneously
dispersed at the micrometer scale on the substrate and covered
by GO flakes with size ranging from hundreds of nm to few µm.
Flakes do not completely cover the NPs-decorated substrate
surface, as observed by AFM (see the circle marked area in
panels (a) and (b) of figure 30, identifying a region where the
NPs are not coated by the GO flakes). In panels (a) and (b)
of figure 30 (height and phase AFM images, respectively), the
square marked regions are those where the NPs are covered
by the GO flakes. The surface roughness passes from 3.2 nm,
where the GO flakes cover the Au NPs, to 4.5 nm on the bare
Au NPs.

In figure 31, the UV-Vis absorption spectrum is reported
for GO/Au NPs, Au NPs, reduced GO, and glass substrate.
Once the GO flakes are deposited on the Au NPs, a ∼10 nm red
shift of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak
(at ∼540 nm) is observed, which can be ascribed to a variation
of the dielectric constant of the NPs surrounding medium (GO
instead of air on top) and/or to the Au NPs localized surface
plasmons coupling with the GO surface plasmon polaritons
[105]. Plasmon resonance shifts are also induced by the
adsorption of gas molecules. Such shifts are also specific of
each gas molecule. This is at the basis of the high potential
selectivity of this kind of sensors. In [104], the possibility of
discerning, through the UV-Vis absorption spectrum, between

Figure 29. Optical gas sensor experimental setup. Adapted with
permission from [104]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier.

a reducing and an oxidizing gas has been demonstrated. In
particular, H2 (which is a reducing gas) has been found to
induce a blue-shift while NO2 (which is an oxidizing gas) a
red-shift.

In figure 32, the optical response of the GO/Au NPs
based device to H2, CO, and NO2 gases is reported. The
dynamic sensing tests have been performed in the 500–600 nm
wavelength range (i.e. in correspondence of the LSPR
peak) and consist in the time-resolved measure of the optical
absorption. H2 and NO2 have been detected down to 100 ppm
and 1 ppm concentrations, respectively. CO has not been
detected, even at a concentrations of 104 ppm. Response and
recovery times shows consistent behaviors with those reported
in [99] for conductometric gas sensors. Sensing tests with bare
Au NPs have been also performed. The choice of covering the
Au NPs with the GO flakes has been demonstrated to lead to
a significant enhancement of the optical sensing response.

The sensing mechanism in this kind of device is discussed
in [104]. As a reducing or an oxidizing gas interacts with the
device surface, an electron or a hole is donated to GO. In both
cases, the GO charge density changes, affecting the optical
absorption. The presence of the Au NPs enhances this effect,
due to the strong electromagnetic coupling with the GO flakes.
This is explained in the following terms. As a visible photon
is absorbed by an Au NP, its energy is converted into LSPR
oscillations. Through the Au NPs-GO coupling, this energy
is transferred to GO, where an electron–hole pair is created
[106, 107]. The effects of electron injection/subtraction on the
GO charge density are just enhanced by the presence of such
extra electron–hole pairs. The shift in the LSPR band position
upon injection or subtraction of electrons is also a consequence
of the strong Au NPs-GO electromagnetic coupling, which
induces changes in the Au NPs electron density, altering the
plasmon frequency.

5.3. Toxicity: a critical issue for nano-bio applications

The interest on GO for biomedical applications is expanding
[108]. This is demonstrated by recent works showing how
GO can be used for: functionalization with different chemical
moieties [109, 110], fabrication of biosensors [111–113],
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Figure 30. AFM images of the core of the gas sensing system of a GO/Au NP optical gas sensor. AFM height (a) and phase (b) images of
rGO deposited on Au NP on silica glass substrate. Square marked areas represent regions where the Au NPs are covered by rGO flakes.
Circle marked areas represent regions where the Au NPs are not covered by rGO flakes. Height profiles of a region where the Au NPs are
covered (c) and not covered (d) by rGO flakes. Reproduced with permission from [104]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier.

Figure 31. UV-Vis absorption spectra of rGO, Au NP, Au NP-rGO
samples and of the glass substrate. Reproduced with permission
from [104]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier.

therapeutic uses [111, 114, 115], drug delivery [116, 117],
cancer targeting [117] and tissue engineering [98, 118, 119].
It becomes thus extremely timely (and a very preliminary
issue in any methodological approach) the assessment and the
definition of its potential toxicity both from the cyto-toxic and
the geno-toxic point of view.

Cyto and geno-toxicity of nano materials are intimately
related to their cell-internalization potential. In this
last section, we briefly review the studies related to the
internalization of GO, and its correlation with cyto and
genotoxic effects, giving reasonable rationales for the latter.

On a ‘theoretical-side’, Titov et al have reported a first-
principles, molecular dynamic investigation of GO interaction

Figure 32. Time-resolved optical absorption variation performed at
528 nm for Au NP-rGO sample after exposure to several air-gas
mixtures (104 ppm H2, 104 ppm CO, 1 ppm NO2) cycles.
Reproduced with permission from [104]. Copyright 2014, Elsevier.

with lipid bilayers (a model of the cell membrane) [120].
The GO flakes are illustrated to penetrate through a generic
double layer lipidic structure via a mechanism of surface-
landing and subsequent internalization. This is favored by the
hydrophilic nature of GO, which enables the flakes to adhere to
the membrane surface. The rate of GO flakes penetrating into
the cell is found to monotonically increase with decreasing
flake size. Consistently, the internalization rate depends on
the GO edge/surface atom ratio. In particular, it increases if
the internalization process is edge-mediated, in which case
the internalization energy barrier is reduced [35]. On a more
‘empirical-side’, the mechanisms of GO internalization have
been studied in [121, 122] where they have been found to be
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Figure 33. 24h Comet assay on A549, CaCo2 and Vero. The results
are all compared to the negative control. Panel (a) responses to
micro-GO. Panel (b) response to nano-GO. The inset in the two
panels report representative qualitative images of a few A549 cells
after exposure to 10 µg mL−1 and 100 µg mL−1 respectively of GO
(upper inset) and nano-GO (lower inset). Reproduced with
permission from [130]. Copyright 2014, BIOLIFE.

most likely related to both the chemical composition and the
lateral size of the GO flakes. Various other studies confirm that
GO can easily penetrate into the cells and that this mechanism
depends strongly on the size of the GO flakes [121–125].

The damage that GO produces after it has been
internalized is mostly ascribed to the interaction of the GO
functional groups with the cell, leading to an increased
production of reactive O species (ROS). This can likely induce
cytotoxic effects. A loss of cell viability and a high level of
ROS have been demonstrated, for example, by both in vivo and
in vitro analyses, on A549 (human alveolar adenocarcinoma
cell line, CCL-185) cells under 72 h GO exposure [126]. Cyto-
toxic effects, also ascribed to the GO internalization into cells,
have been demonstrated on ‘in-vitro’ fibroblast cell line (HDF
cell lines) and in mice (following intravenous injection) at GO
concentrations exceeding 50 µg mL−1 [127]. Also, in living
organisms, a strict correlation between the presence of GO and
the increase in the ROS level has been found [123, 128, 129].

Genotoxicity of GO on human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs) has been demonstrated by Akhavan et al in
[124, 125]. In their works, Akhavan et al correlate the ROS
level in hMSCs with the cytotoxic and genotoxic results.
Again, they also find that toxicity strongly depends on the
nanomaterial lateral size. In [130], the genotoxic and cytotoxic
effects of pristine GO are studied on different cell lines (A549-
human lung carcinoma, CaCo2-human colon carcinoma, and
Vero-monkey kidney cells) as a function of the average GO
flakes lateral size.

In figure 33, the results of the comet assay reported
in [130] for A549, CaCo2 and Vero as a function of GO

concentration and GO flakes size are summarized. The Comet
test is a prototypical test for the ‘in-vitro’ assessment of
the geno-toxicity of a trial substance. In that work [130],
the average lateral size of the GO flakes (1.32 µm in panel
(a) and 130 nm in panel (b)) has been varied. Therefore,
identical GO solutions have been obtained from the point of
view of the GO surface chemical composition and the only
two parameters changing in the experiment have been the
flakes size and the GO concentration. Data at 10 µg mL−1,
50 µg mL−1 and 100 µg mL−1 have been compared with the
values of tail percentage obtained with the solvent control
cells. 400 µM methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) has been used
as positive control (C+). The genotoxic effects are found
to increase with the nano-sized GO (panel (b)), as indicated
by the values of tail percentages which are systematically
higher than those observed in the case of micron-sized GO.
The microscopic understanding of this unquestionable result
is still unclear. Indirect and a direct damage to the cell nucleus
can be speculated. At the one hand, as ROS production is
well demonstrated upon internalization of GO, we observe
that the ROS induced oxidative damages are those involved
in the first steps of mutagenesis, and carcinogenesis [128].
ROS mediated damages to DNA caused by GO internalization
cannot be therefore ruled out [121]. On the other hand,
direct internalization of GO into the cell nucleus has been
also observed [125]. In particular, it has been reported for
GO nanoribbons with ∼100 nm lateral size and few µm length
but it can be reasonably expected for GO flakes with ∼100 nm
lateral size. This likely explains why in [130] the genotoxic
effects are found to significantly increase in the case of the
nano-sized GO solution (panel (b) of figure 33), characterized
by a much larger content of GO flakes with <100 nm lateral
size than the micron-sized GO solution.

6. Conclusions

GO is a really versatile material, which has attracted the interest
of experts in many branches of science and technology. In
this paper, after an extensive review of its morphological and
structural properties down to the atomic resolution limit, we
have focused the attention on the recent advances concerning
its XPS and RS characterization. On the one hand, we have
illustrated the criteria of validation which have been proposed
to check the correctness of the XPS spectra interpretation. On
the other hand, we have discussed the most recent Raman
studies illustrating the evolution of the shape of the spectral
features as a function of parameters, like the reduction degree
and the number of layers.

We have also focused the attention on easy characteri-
zation strategies, based on optical contrast and contact angle
measurements, that allow to determine the reduction degree
of GO.

Focusing the attention on promising applications, we
have reviewed lithographic strategies and we have illustrated
the use of GO as a gas sensing material. The excellent
sensing properties of GO demonstrate that the O functional
groups are effective anchoring sites for the adsorbed molecules.
Therefore, such functional groups can profitably play the same
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role also in other contexts, e.g. in bio-sensing or, more in
general, in nano-biotechnology applications. As far as the
nano-bio applications are concerned, we have discussed, on
the basis of the literature, the potential toxicity of GO with
focus on its potential geno-toxicity which has received rather
little attention so far. Toxicity is the crucial issue that must
be addressed to exploit the use of GO in any interaction with
living matter.
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